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6.1. Visual Attention1

1 Introduction2

Visual attention is a selective visual process, required because the brain has a lim-3

ited information processing capacity [6]. The theoretical mechanism that explains4

how certain features “pop out” from the surrounding design is called preattentive5

processing [5]. Understanding this can help us design effective visual displays and6

get users to react to something before they actually consciously know that it exists7

[3].8

The most straightforward application of processing is highlighting [5]. It can9

be achieved by various techniques, such as adjusting lighting level, using featural10

cues, creating configural focus, positioning at centres of gravity and reducing visual11

clutter [4].12

In the following sections, I am going to discuss three examples of how knowl-13

edge of visual attention is effectively implemented in three design areas: user inter-14

face of a stock exchange system, “search mode” design in a text editor and images15

presentation in websites.16

2 Visual Attention in three Design Areas17

2.1 User Interface of a stock exchange system18

In “Interface and Mind” white paper, Paley introduces visual display design for a19

handheld device, to be used on the floor of the New York Stock Exchange (see20

Figure 1) [3]. In order to understand the interface and the system, we would need21

to be experts in the subject area; however, just by glancing once on the interface,22

we can tell right away what section of the screen captures most of our attention.23

One of the important issues with attention management is ensuring that users24

attend to the right place at the right time [4]. The most striking highlighting tech-25

niques Paley used in the design to make the “window” at the centre of the screen26

instantly “pop out”:27

• Lighting level: It is the lightest area. The areas of secondary importance are28

shaded and information at the background is dimmed.29

• Configural focus: There are line elements pointing to it.30

• Centres of gravity: The position of it is at the top part of the centre of the31

screen.32
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Figure 1: New York Stock Exchange system interface screenshot. [3]

2.2 “Search mode” design in a text editor33

Espresso is a text editor for MAC [2] with a user-friendly and effective “Search34

mode” (see Figure 2). Finding a piece of text involves one step - typing it. The35

system uses the following highlighting techniques:36

• Lighting level: The document is instantly dimmed, which is a use of lighting37

to divert attention away from a particular region or object. [4],38

• Featural cues: Every match is clearly highlighted. Since the color is preat-39

tentively processed [5], the current selection captures users’ attention with a40

“unique” color feature, which creates high salience. Notice that the color is41

yellow and the text is black on the grey background. Ware states that in such42

cases yellow highlighting of text works well because of it’s high luminance43

that maintains text contrast [5]. Moreover, “unique” motion feature is used to44

make the items literally “pop out” and be noticed.45
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Figure 2: Search query for the word “graphic” in Espresso

2.3 Images presentation in websites46

It appears that the famous social network has implemented knowlegde of visual47

attention in their recent version of images presentation. Figure 3 shows (a) the48

standard version of presentation and (b) the “theatre” presentation of pictures in49

Facebook [1].

Figure 3: a) Standard presentation b) Theatre presentation of pictures in Facebook [1]

50

There are obvious improvements realized by the following highlighting tech-51

niques:52

• Lighting level: The most salient area is an image itself, enhanced by black53

surrounding placeholder and dimmed background.54

• Visual clutter: The efficiency of attention is improved by reducing visual clut-55

ter, because the fewer the items in a display, the faster and easier its allocation56

[4]. In this case, most of the advertisements are covered.57
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3 Conclusion58

Knowledge of visual attention mechanism can provide an effective application in59

different design areas. In this essay, I have presented how careful consideration60

of visual attention supports effective design in three examples: a stock exchange61

system’s user interface that made brokers’ performance significantly faster [3], an62

elegant “search mode” design in a text editor [2] and a neat images presentation in63

websites [1].64
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